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 The Ear Commands the Story:
 Exploration and Imagination on the Silk Road

 Milo C. Beach

 Kublai asks Marco, "When you return to the West, will you repeat to your people the same
 tales you tell me?"

 ?T speak and speak," Marco says, "but the listener retains only the words he is expecting.

 The description of the world to which you lend a benevolent ear is one thing; the description
 that will go the rounds of the groups of stevedores and gondoliers on the street outside my

 house the day of my return is another; and yet another, that which I might dictate late in life,

 if I were taken prisoner by Genoese pirates and put in irons in the same cell with a writer of
 adventure stories. It is not the voice that commands the story: it is the ear."

 ?talo Calvino, Invisible Cities

 If we believe Marco Polo's fictional words to Khubilai Khan, it was difficult even in the

 fourteenth century to convey a disinterested idea of the lands through which he traveled?

 which included a large section of what we today call the Silk Road. And if his reports
 gave reliable information about the preparation in India of the pigment indigo, for example,

 they also repeated rumors about Pr?ster John, a Christian king of immense wealth and power

 who was thought to rule an unknown land deep within Asia. Such stories must have made
 the continent seem less forbidding to European Christians, yet Pr?ster John was a complete
 fiction. In this case, it was Polo's own ears that were to blame.

 The term Silk Road refers to a loose network of east-west trails that connect China with

 the Mediterranean. Separating to skirt mountains, occasional lakes, and deserts such as the

 Taklamakan, itself a 1,500-mile expanse of constantly moving sands, the routes cover a total

 Opposite: Detail of Reliefwith Scenes from the Buddha's Life (fig. 2).
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 Figure i. Bactrian camels in the Taklamakan Desert, Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region, China.
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 distance of about five thousand miles across some of the

 world's harshest landscapes (see fig. i). While certainly
 evocative, the name is nonetheless misleading as well as
 relatively modern. Coined by the German explorer Baron
 Ferdinand von Richtofen in the nineteenth century, it
 refers to Europe's interest in silk, which?like the more
 revolutionary export, paper?first came west from China.

 The Chinese themselves used these routes historically to
 import horses from the Ferghana Valley (located in present

 day Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan), camels from
 Bactria (in Afghanistan and Tajikistan), Persian luxury
 metal work and textiles, and jade from Khotan, among
 other things, and might have named them accordingly had
 they felt such a need.

 The Silk Road regions were populated by continually
 shifting tribal groups with distinctive ethnic and political
 affiliations; by peoples with wide-ranging religious beliefs
 and cultural practices; and by merchants, missionaries, and
 adventurers who traveled over some portion?but seldom
 the entirety?of the routes.1 Well-preserved remains of
 mummified Caucasians, possibly four thousand years old,
 have recently been found among settlements in what is
 now the Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region in China's
 westernmost reaches. While we know little about why

 10

 these people journeyed so far east from their homelands,
 wherever those were, further evidence indicates that the

 routes had by then already been actively traveled for as many

 as sixty thousand years.2 For our purposes, however, it is
 from the second century b.c. to the empire of the Mongols
 in the fourteenth century that the Silk Road proper is most

 interesting. During this period and before, the meeting of

 travelers and settled residents provoked particularly intense

 and vitally creative cultural exchanges.
 For example, it was along the western extension of

 what later became the Silk Road that the Persian emperor
 Xerxes had moved to invade Athens in the fifth century
 B.c.; in the same area, Alexander the Great retaliated a

 century and a half later by marching from Macedonia to
 capture Persepolis, the Persian capital. He then continued
 to India in an astonishing attempt at world conquest,
 establishing along his route a series of colonies that brought

 Mediterranean and Asian peoples and cultures together
 (although at first under Hellenistic dominance). Silk,
 transported from China by nomadic groups, first made its

 way to Europe during the second century b.c.3

 As the result of Alexander's campaign, and in an example

 of exactly the sort of cultural borrowing and adaptation
 we see so often along the Silk Road, an almost completely
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 fictionalized version of the emperor came to occupy a place
 in Persian art and literature. In his great Shahnama (Book

 of Kings), written about the year iooo, the poet Firdausi
 constructed a history of Persian kingship in the pre-Islamic

 period from events already absorbed into folk legend. Here,

 in the single most important and influential Persian literary
 text, Alexander became Sikandar (or Iskandar); he appears

 with Persian features in the Art Institute's fifteenth-century

 illustration of an episode from the Shahnama in which
 Firdausi, himself writing from a remove of 1,300 years,

 Figure 2. Relief with Scenes from the Buddha's Life, 2nd/3rd century. Gandhara (present-day

 Pakistan). Gray schist; 60 x 37.1 x 7.3 cm (23 Vs x 14 Vs x 2 Vs in.). James W. and Marilynn Alsdorf

 Collection, 180.1997.

 recalls Alexander's defeat of the Persian king Darius (see p.
 35). By the time Firdausi had transformed his oral sources,

 Alexander had become historically unrecognizable.
 The Shahnama describes battle after battle, pitting

 Persians against Arab and Turkic tribes, among others. This
 should come as no surprise, since warfare and conquest
 were basic incentives for much early Silk Road travel.
 About 138 b.c., two centuries after Alexander's military
 exploits, the Han dynasty Chinese emperor Wudi sent
 the first known Chinese envoy to "western" lands. Zhang

 Qian's mission was to form an alliance
 with the tribal Yuezhi, then gathered in
 Bactria. The emperor hoped (in vain, as it
 turned out) to persuade the Yuezhi to help
 him defeat a rival group, the Xiongnu.
 And just as Alexander's troops had sent
 home tales of the people and places they
 encountered, Zhang Qian returned to
 China with information on the rich and

 varied places along his route?all of which
 sparked imaginations even further.

 In the mid-first century, the Yuezhi
 moved into northern India, where, known

 as Kushans, they supported Buddhism,
 consolidating their power by forming a
 rich imagery for its practitioners. Since
 they brought with them no artistic
 heritage of their own, they adopted local
 styles. In the region of Gandhara, where
 Pakistan and Afghanistan meet, these
 consisted of a variant of visual traditions

 introduced initially through Alexander's
 colonizing activities but greatly expanded
 by trading contacts with Rome. What
 resulted, among other things, were figures

 characterized by a naturalistic musculature

 that was draped in Mediterranean clothing

 styles alien to South Asia (see fig. 2). In
 other words, the aesthetic vocabulary of
 an indigenous Indian religion was created
 by an intruding group from Central Asia,
 who in turn adapted the artistic practices of
 a colonial power from the West. This kind

 of exchange happened continually along
 the Silk Road and its tributary routes.

 From about the first century, monks
 and merchants carried Buddhism north

 11
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 from India, spreading it east along the well-established
 Silk Road trails. Eventually images in Gandharan style
 were taken along as models and didactic tools, and they,
 too, were copied and adapted along the way. Increasing
 prosperity allowed Buddhists to establish resting places
 for travelers at strategic intervals, and the architecture and

 ornamentation of these structures drew from the varying

 communities they served. Indian, Chinese, and West Asian
 designs, therefore, freely intermingled with those local
 to Central Asia. Retreats such as the Mogao Grottoes
 (see fig. 3) offer material evidence of the creative ways in

 which ancient peoples combined visual styles and motifs
 in order to appeal to what we today might term "wider
 audiences," and they rank among the most fascinating
 artistic sites anywhere in Asia. Natural conditions proved
 severely damaging, however; virtually all of them were
 eventually lost, buried under the constant movement of the

 surrounding sands.4
 The growth of traffic across Eurasia led to greater mutual

 awareness among distant peoples and cultures, increasing
 demands for unusual, exotic goods and helping to establish

 cosmopolitanism as a criterion of wealth and personal
 importance both in Europe and in Asia. During the Tang

 dynasty (618-907), riches flowed to China not only along
 the Silk Road but also through maritime trade, beginning

 by the first century.5 Servants and entertainers from
 Central Asia, the Eastern Mediterranean, and Southeast

 Asia joined the merchants and missionaries?and the
 Bactrian camels?that moved through the bazaars. These
 visitors were captured in sculptures such as the Tang camel

 and the curly-headed, distinctly non-Chinese youth (figs.
 4-5), which were among goods placed within tombs; such
 objects clearly expressed both China's fascination with
 other cultures and peoples, and the magnitude of its wealth,

 since many of them were made of gold and silver.

 So great was China's openness to the world beyond
 its borders and its interest in the differences among
 cultural groupings that the Tang court maintained resident
 orchestras from Korea and Southeast Asia as well Bukhara,

 Kashgar, Kucha, Samarkand, and Turfan?each a Silk Road
 oasis city with distinctive local musical traditions.6 This led
 to cross-cultural exchanges in music as profound as those
 in the visual arts. Textiles, easily transported, also went to

 China. Sometimes these showed Central Asian adaptations
 of European motifs that then fed the creativity of Chinese
 artisans; such is the case with a rare Tang silk in the Art

 Figure 3. Mogao Grottoes, near Dunhuang in Xinjiang Province, China, are considered one of the finest and best-preserved examples of Buddhist art in the world.

 Now a major tourist attraction, they were excavated and painted by monks and travelers on the Silk Road.

 12
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 Figure 4. Camel and Rider, first half of the 8th century. China, Tang dynasty

 (618-907). Earthenware with three-color (sancai) lead glazes; 86.3 x 66 x 25.5
 cm (34 x 26 x 10 in.). Gift of Bertha Palmer Thome, i969.788a-b.

 H
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 Figure 5. Curly-Haired Youth, first half of the 8th century. China, Tang dynasty (618-907). Earthenware

 with green lead glaze; 26.7 x 14.7 x 10 cm (10 xh x 5 yA x 3 15/t6 in.). Gift of Mrs. Arthur Wood, 1974.526.

 Institute (fig. 6), with its Greek, split-palmette motif.
 Ceramic copies of Persian and Central Asian metalwork
 forms became popular in China and were frequently
 decorated with such West Asian motifs as the mounted

 archer shooting backward from his saddle (see fig. 7); this

 was the so-called Parthian shot, named for a startlingly
 effective tactic initiated by warriors of Persia's Parthian
 dynasty (c. 250 b.c.-a.d. 226).

 M

 Also in the seventh century, between 629 and 645,
 the Buddhist pilgrim and scholar Xuanzang traveled ten
 thousand miles to India through Western China, Central
 Asia, and present-day Afghanistan and Pakistan in search
 of knowledge and the original texts of Buddhism, since he
 was convinced that Buddhist texts had become corrupted
 by the translations and interpretations that followed their
 arrival in his native country. His reports of his adventures?
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 Figure 6. F/or<i/ Medallions and Bouquets, late 8th/early 9th century. China, Tang dynasty (618-907). Large fragment of silk, weft float faced twill weave of

 complementary wefts and inner warps; 61.6 x 90.2 cm (24 XA x 35 v/i in.). Robert Allerton Endowment, 1998.3.

 in a perfect example of Polo's claim that "the ear commands

 the story"?generated folk tales that were finally set down
 in the late sixteenth century as Journey to the West, better

 known through the title given to a later English translation:

 Monkey.7 Full of imaginary encounters with demons and
 magicians, this has become one of the most popular and
 enduring folk tales in all of Asia.

 As we have seen, trade, missionary activity, and the
 diplomatic and military actions associated with rivalries and
 changing power balances?all were defining incentives for
 early Silk Road travelers. This was still the case hundreds
 of years later, for it was indeed the promise of profit that
 spurred Polo to undertake his extensive journeys in the
 late fourteenth century. He was seventeen when he left on

 his twenty-eight-year exploration of the lands between
 his home in Venice and China. Established as a Byzantine

 town in the fifth century, Venice had initiated mercantile

 relations with the Islamic world by the eighth century and

 had long been an important source in Europe for spices
 and other goods from Central Asia and India. Through
 these contacts, the city had become immensely wealthy,
 its art and architecture saturated with West Asian motifs

 and sensibilities.8 One example is a twelfth-century silk
 panel (fig. 8) that incorporates paired animals?in this case
 falcons?in a manner seen in both textiles from Persia's

 Sasanian Empire (226-650) and the Central Asian Buddhist
 wall paintings that they inspired.

 Polo was not the only important later traveler. Ibn
 Battu ta was twenty-one in 1325, when he left his home
 in Tangier to spend almost three decades exploring the
 extent of the Muslim world, a sojourn that also took him to

 Mongol China.9 Throughout this entire route, he met fellow

 15
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 Figure 7. Phoenix-Headed
 Ewer, first half of the 8th

 century. China, Tang dynasty
 (618-907). Earthenware with
 molded decoration and three

 color (sancat) lead glazes; 32.2
 x 13 x 14.5 cm (12 n/i6X 5 'A

 x 5 n/i6 in.). Gift of Pauline

 Palmer Wood, 1970.1076.

 16
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 Muslims, so extensive was the range of Islam. (The religion

 had spread rapidly throughout Asia from the seventh
 century, and it still dominates many of the historical Silk

 Road lands today.) "During my stay in China," he wrote
 at one point, "whenever I saw any Muslims I always felt as

 though I were meeting my own family and close kinsmen."10

 The accounts of Polo, Ibn Battuta, and others not only
 made distant lands seem accessible but also established sheer
 adventurism as a new attraction for readers. Their words

 also inspired copycat (and largely fictional) accounts, of
 which that of John Mandeville (who claimed to have begun

 his travels in 1322) is the most famous, with its description

 of people with ears so large they used them as blankets to
 keep warm at night.11 Because so much of what Polo and
 others described accurately already seemed so odd, the
 line between fact and fantasy was impossible for many to
 recognize. Nonetheless, all such narratives gave readers, for

 the first time, an immediate sense of the sweep and variety of

 peoples and places linking Europe to lands across Asia. As
 a result, Asia?however fancifully it was imagined?came
 to be as real to, and as constantly present in, the European
 imagination as the imported goods that had long been
 available in the markets. Such accounts also helped inspire
 the search for sea routes to Asia, which eventually caused
 the decline and virtual abandonment of the land trails.

 However, the ever more frequent encounters between
 Europe and Asia that the Silk Road helped to establish did
 not diminish the inventive ability of people everywhere
 to fill gaps in?and answer concerns generated by?their
 knowledge. The fierce Ottoman Turkish armies that moved

 from Central Asia into Byzantine territories, conquering
 Constantinople in 1453 and threatening Vienna in 1683, for

 example, terrified Europeans into believing unimaginable
 atrocities, while tales of harems and hamams (baths)
 provoked intensely erotic fantasies. Interior: Sultana
 Taking Coffee in the Harem (fig. 9), by the Venetian artist
 Francesco Guardi, indicates the degree to which things
 Turkish were fashionable in eighteenth-century Europe,
 perhaps neutralizing the threat by moving it from battlefield

 to drawing room. In the 1730s, even Johann Sebastian Bach

 wrote a comic cantata on the dangers of drinking coffee, then

 a recent import to Europe brought by Turks from Yemen.12

 Figure 8. Fragment, 12th century. Italy. Silk and gilt animal substrate wrapped

 linen, warp-float faced twill weave with supplementary patterning; 56.7 x

 18.7 cm (22 Va x 7 Vs in.). Purchased from the Field Museum of Natural History,
 1907.900.

 3
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 The familiar mix of attraction, repulsion, and identi
 fication with the "exotic other" was equally present almost
 a century later, when the British poet George, Lord Byron

 joined insurgents seeking the independence of Greece from

 the Ottoman Empire. Eug?ne Delacroix's Combat of the
 Giaour and Hassan (fig. 10), now in the Art Institute, brings
 romantic passion to a scene from The Giaour (i 813), the first

 of Byron's Oriental Tales?the conflict of a Christian with a

 Turk over a woman fleeing the Turk's harem. The "Orient,"

 by then often imagined as an undifferentiated entity,
 became a repository for the wildest flights of imagination

 by European romantics like Byron and was frequently
 represented as something uncivilized, threatening, needing
 to be subdued.13 As such, it provided a perfect opportunity
 to proclaim one's own cultural superiority.

 Given the important, although certainly not exclusive,
 roles that ignorance and imagination have played in coming
 to terms with unfamiliar parts of the world, and the

 misunderstandings that have sometimes ensued, how should

 we (whoever and wherever we are) proceed ourselves to be
 fair to the kinds of cultural encounters that the historical

 Silk Road has defined for us, and which are constant and

 even more wide ranging in today's world, where films,
 concerts, restaurants, and often our next-door neighbors so
 frequently introduce us to new cultural traditions? Amartya

 Sen, the Nobel Prize-winning economist, has recently
 written about the late Bengali Indian filmmaker Satyajit
 Ray, a particularly perceptive observer of our world. He
 isolates three elements that Ray kept constantly in mind,
 and that would serve us well also:

 w??

 Figure 9. Francesco Guardi (Italian, 1712-1793). Interior: Sultana Taking Coffee in the Harem, 1742/43. Oil on canvas; 46 x 63 cm (18 Vie x 24 3A in.).

 Gift of Mrs. Joseph Regenstein, 1964.243.

 i8
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 Figure io. Eug?ne Delacroix (French, 1798-1863). The Combat of the Giaour and Hassan, 1826. Oil on canvas; 59.6 x 73.4 cm (23 Vz x 28 7s in.).
 Gift of Bertha Palmer Thorne, Rose Movius Palmer, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur M. Wood, and Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Palmer, 1962.966.

 The importance of distinctions between different local
 cultures and their respective individualities, the necessity
 to understand the deeply heterogeneous character of each
 local culture (even that of a community, not to mention
 a region or country), and the great need for intercultural
 communication while recognizing the difficulties of such
 intercourse.14

 The variety of artworks discussed in this publication and
 the programs inspired by Silk Road Chicago provide

 magnificent evidence of the rich array of distinctive cultural

 traditions with which many people today can be so easily in

 contact. If the history of cross-cultural encounters provides

 tales that are both compelling and occasionally cautionary,

 the magnificence of the sites, objects, stories, and sounds
 that define those cultures (and those encounters) is a
 convincing explanation of why the regions of the Silk Road
 have mesmerized so many people for so many centuries,
 and why we have so much to learn from them still. Our
 task, and here Marco Polo might agree, is to make sure our
 ears?and our eyes?are perceptively engaged.

 19
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 Beach, The Ear Commands the Story: Exploration and Imagination on the Silk
 Road, pp. 8-19.
 The opening epigraph is quoted from ?talo Calvino, Invisible Cities, trans.
 William Weaver (Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, 1974), p. 135.

 1. Daily life is the subject of Susan Whitfield, Life Along the Silk Road (University
 of Chicago Press, 1999); and of Susan Whitfield and Ursula Sims-Williams, eds.,

 The Silk Road?Trade, Travel, War, and Faith, exh. cat. (British Library/Serindia
 Publications, 2004).

 2. For a recent discussion, see E. J. W Barber, The Mummies of Urumchi (W W
 Norton, 1999).
 3. There it remained a rare luxury material until carefully protected knowledge

 about its production was smuggled from China to Byzantium in approximately
 the sixth century.

 4. Accounts of their rediscovery in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries

 often provide exciting narratives, but the collecting of these remains, which

 "saved" many objects while further despoiling the sites, identifies a contradiction

 that is still hotly argued. The tremendous difficulties of exploration and the

 fierce rivalries among various archaeologists and adventurers are discussed
 in Peter Hopkirk's immensely readable Foreign Devils on the Silk Road: The

 Search for the Lost Cities and Treasures of Chinese Central Asia (University of
 Massachusetts Press, 1984).

 5. Many of these luxury goods found homes well beyond China. The greatest

 single repository of Silk Road objects is the Shoso-in, or treasury, at Todai-ji,
 Japan's largest Buddhist temple, in Nara. At the heart of that collection are works

 gathered by the Emperor Shomu and presented following his death in 756. In
 reality, therefore, Japan is also very much a part of the Silk Road.

 6. Stanley Sadie, ed., The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians
 (Macmillan, 1980), vol. 4, p. 247.

 7. For an immensely lively discussion of Xuanzang and his literary heritage, see

 Sally Hovey Wriggins, Xuanzang: A Buddhist Pilgrim on the Silk Road (Boulder,
 Colo: Westview Press, 1996).

 8. For an excellent, thorough discussion of this topic, see Deborah Howard,

 Venice and the East: The Impact of the Islamic World on Venetian Architecture

 1100-1500 (Yale University Press, 2000).

 9. For more on Ibn Battuta, see Ross E. Dunn, The Adventures of Ihn Battuta,
 a Muslim Traveler of the Fourteenth Century (University of California Press,
 1989).
 10. Ibid., p. 258.

 11. The Travels of Sir John Mandeville (Macmillan, 1900).

 12. The Coffee Cantata is BWV 211. The history of coffee is discussed in Ralph

 S. Hattox, Coffee and Coffeehouses: The Origins of a Social Beverage in the
 Medieval Near East (University of Washington Press, 1985).
 13. The classic discussion of this phenomenon is Edward Said, Orientalism
 (Pantheon, 1978), while a recent rebuttal is the subject of Robert Irwin,

 Dangerous Knowledge?Orientalism and Its Discontents (New York: Overlook
 Press, 2006).

 14. Amartya Sen, The Argumentative Indian (Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 2005),
 p. 121.

 Travel, pp. 30-49.

 Horse, pp. 32-33.

 1. Chariots were initially vehicles of status and were used for hunting and later

 for aristocratic warfare. See Edward L. Shaughnessy, "Historical Perspectives on

 the Introduction of the Chariot into China," Harvard Journal of Asian Studies

 48 (1988), pp. 189-237. Shaughnessy noted that the earliest horse-drawn chariots

 in the Near East appeared about 2000 b.c., entering China from the northwest
 more than five hundred years later. For a broad survey of horses as documented
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